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Activation of L-type calcium channel in twitch skeletal muscle
fibres of the frog
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1. The activation of the L-type calcium current (ICa) was studied in normally polarized
(-100 mV) cut skeletal muscle fibres of the frog with the double Vaseline-gap voltage-clamp
technique. Both external and internal solutions were Ca2P buffered. Solutions were made in
order to minimize all but the Ca2P current.

2. The voltage-dependent components of the time course of activation were determined by two
procedures: fast and slow components were evaluated by multiexponential fitting to current
traces elicited by long voltage pulses (5 s) after removing inactivation; fast components were
also determined by short voltage pulses having different duration (0 5-70 ms).

3. The components of deactivation were evaluated after removing the charge-movement
current from the total tail current by the difference between two short (50 and 70 ms)
voltage pulses to 10 mV, moving the same intramembrane charge. Two exponential
components, fast and slow (time constants, 6 + 0 3 and 90 + 7 ms at -100 mV; n = 26),
were found.

4. The time onset of ICa was evaluated either by multiexponential fitting to the ICa activation or
by pulses of different duration to test the beginning of the 'on' and 'off' inequality. This was
at about 2 ms, denoting that it was very early.

5. The time constants vs. voltage plots indicated the presence of four voltage-dependent
components in the activation pathway. Various kinetic models are discussed. Models with
independent transitions, like a Hodgkin-Huxley scheme, were excluded. Suitable models
were a five-state sequential and a four-state cyclic with a branch scheme. The latter gave the
best simulation of the data.

6. The steady-state activation curve saturated at high potentials. It had a half-voltage value of
1 + 0-02 mV and the opening probability was only 0-82 + 0-2 at 20 mV (n = 32). This result
implies a larger number of functional calcium channels than was previously supposed and is
in agreement with the number of dihydropyridine (DHP) receptors calculated for the tubular
system.

Excitation-contraction (EC) coupling in skeletal muscle is a
complex process starting with the sensing of the T-tubule
depolarization and ending with Ca2+ release from the
terminal cisternae of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). The
best candidate as the voltage sensor is the dihydropyridine
(DHP) receptor of the T-tubule membrane, whereas the
Ca2+-release channel is the ryanodine receptor (foot protein)
of the SR membrane. Various mechanisms of coupling
between the DHP receptor and the opposing foot have been
proposed as mechanical (Garcia, Tanabe & Beam, 1994),
electrical, by diffusible messengers (for reviews see: Huang,
1988; Rios & Pizarro, 1991; Schneider, 1994) or by allosteric
interactions (Rios, Karhanek, Ma & Gonzalez, 1993).

Voltage pulses, applied to skeletal muscle fibres, evoke non-
linear capacitive currents (IICM) called intramembrane
charge movement, and the slow inward calcium current (ICa).
In normally polarized skeletal muscle fibres of the frog

intramembrane charge movement is resolved into two
components, an early, Qa, and a delayed QI,. IICM is
considered to be the electrophysiological manifestation of
the voltage-sensing process leading to contractile activation.
I., is due to L-type Ca2+ channels of the T-tubule membrane
that are also DHP sensitive. According to Schwartz,
McCleskey & Almers (1985) only a few of the DHP receptors
are in fact Ca2+ channels and so only some of the sensors for
EC coupling are also L-type Ca2+ channels. The presence of
a protein with a dual function, voltage sensor and calcium
channel, may have a further effect: the Ca2+ influx due to
L-type Ca2+ channel activation may modulate the opening
of the Ca2+-release channel.

Various models have been proposed for voltage-dependent
activation of L-type current including a simple Boltzmann
equation (Shirokova, Gonzallez, Ma, Shirokov & Rios, 1995;
for review see McDonald, Pelzer, Trautwein & Pelzer, 1994)
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and a Hodgkin-Huxley equation that involves three
independent transitions (Sanchez & Stefani, 1983). However,
studies of the L-type Ca2P current in cut-end twitch skeletal
muscle fibres of the frog suggested a cyclic scheme for ICa
activation (Feldmeyer, Melzer, Pohl & Zbllner, 1990) or a
three-state sequential scheme not following a Hodgkin-
Huxley equation (Francini, Pizza & Traina, 1992). These
two schemes were based on the potentiation and on the
faster activation of ICa during test pulses following
conditioning pulses. Moreover, a model for co-operativity in
allosteric proteins was used for activation of calcium
channels in the A7r5 smooth muscle-derived cell line (Marks
&Jones, 1992).

The present work was planned to re-evaluate the kinetics of
ICa activation using a preparation having only L-type
calcium channels. Indeed, ICa was completely blocked by
nifedipine (Fig. 2B in Francini et al. 1992). We introduced
original methods to evaluate the time onset of ICa and the
early time course of activation contaminated by IICM and to
resolve the time course of deactivation with IICM
superimposed. Moreover, pulses of long duration (5 s) were
used to evaluate the contaminating slow inactivation.
Results were analysed according to different types of
models. Models with independent transitions, such as the
Hodgkin-Huxley model, could not explain our data. A
multistep process with at least five states had to be assumed.
Two types of models were found suitable to explain the
present results: a five-state sequential model and a four-
state cyclic model with a branch. The latter provided the
best reproduction of data. Some aspects of this work have
already been reported in abstract form (Francini, Bencini &
Squecco, 1995).

METHODS
Fibre dissection and Vaseline-gap system
Frogs were cold-adapted in a refrigerator at about 40C, and killed
by decapitation and pithing the spinal cord. Segments of single
muscle fibres were dissected from the semitendinosus muscle of
Rana esculenta. Those with a diameter between 50 and 120 'um
were selected for use. Procedures for mounting and voltage
clamping the fibres in a double Vaseline-gap system have been
previously described (Francini & Stefani, 1989). Briefly, a stretched
muscle was exposed to a Ca2+-free, high-K+ relaxing solution which
caused a transient contraction. After the muscle had relaxed, an
-8 mm length of a single fibre was isolated. The fibre segment was
transferred to, and slack mounted in, a double Vaseline-gap
chamber, where the two cut ends were cut again to produce a
shorter fibre segment, about 0 5-1 mm in length in each lateral,
intracellular, pool. The length of the fibre in each Vaseline-gap and
that in the middle pool, extracellular, was 0 4 mm. Instead of
Vaseline, the gaps were made with the grease Glisseal (Borer
Chemie, Zuchwil, Switzerland) that improved the seal. To reduce
K+ contamination, as well as electrode polarization, the four agar
bridges providing electrical connections were made with, and
stored in, solutions similar to those used in the three-compartment
chamber: two in a solution similar to the intracellular one, but
without MgATP and glucose, and the two remaining in a solution
similar to the extracellular one but with no divalent ions. After a

suitable period for equilibration, at least 1 h after applying the
external and internal solutions, the experiment started. The
temperature was 160C throughout.

Solutions
The composition of the relaxing solution was (mM): potassium
glutamate, 120; MgCl2, 2; ethylene glycol-bis-(fl-aminoethylether)-
N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate disodium salt (Na2EGTA), 0-1; and 3-(N-
morpholino)propanesulphonic acid (Mops), 5 at pH 7-15. Internal
and external solutions resembled those used in a previous study
(Francini et al. 1992) with some changes to minimize further ionic
currents except for ICa. To this aim, solutions were designed to be
free of Nae, K+ and CF. The following blockers of Nae, K+ and Cl-
channels were used: tetrodotoxin (TTX) in the external solution for
Na+ channels; 3,4-diaminopyridine (3,4-DAP) and Rb+ in the
external solution, and tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEA-OH)
in both internal and external solutions for K+ channels; and
9-anthracenecarboxylic acid (9-AC) and So42- for Cl- channels in
the external solution. Moreover, the high concentration of EGTA
(60 mM) in the internal solution minimized any Ca2+-dependent
current. Both external and internal solutions were Ca2+ buffered;
the former with L-malate, to prevent tubular Ca2+ depletion
(Francini & Stefani, 1989), and the latter with EGTA to block
muscle contraction. The composition of the solutions was calculated
by a computer program developed by Fabiato (1988) using
published stability constants (Martell & Smith, 1977). The
calculated free Ca2+ concentrations were 2 mm in the external
solution and 10-10 M in the internal solution. The internal solution
contained ATP2- and Mg2+ in the form of MgATP and Mg(OH)2
and the following calculated concentrations (mM): free Mg2+, 1;
MgATP-complex, 2; and free ATP2-, 0-19. Both solutions were
designed to have approximately the same osmolarity
(250 mosmol F1). In all solutions Mops was neutralized to
pH 7-15 + 0 05 with TEA-OH.

The composition of the external solution was (mM): free Ca2+, 2;
Ca2+, 15-3; Rb+, 2-5; TEA', 145; L-malate2-, 85; s042-, 1-25;
3,4-DAP, 1; TTX, 0-001; 9-AC, 1; and Mops-, 18. The composition
of the internal solution was (mM): EGTA2-, 60; glutamate-, 13;
ATP-, 2-94; TEA+, 139; Mg2+, 5; glucose, 5; and Mops-, 20.

All drugs were obtained from Sigma with the exception of TEA
and 9-AC (Aldrich-Chemie).

Stimulation, recording and data analysis
Stimulation protocols, acquisition and recording of data were made
with two D/A and A/D converters, TL-1 and Digidata 1200, by
using pCLAMP programs, versions 5.5.1 and 6 (Axon
Instruments). The signals were filtered through an 8-pole Bessel
filter set to a -3 dB corner frequency of 10 kHz. The device
described in Francini & Stefani (1989) was improved to have faster
electronics by which the potential settles in about 150,us (time
constant of about 35 ,us). With this charging speed the template
correction became unnecessary except for the very beginning of the
transient, i.e. the first 150 us. Since the rate of potential change is
extremely fast during the settling time, the A/D converters
frequently saturated during the first 0-4-0-8 ms of large test
voltage pulses. To record that portion accurately, data were
acquired at two different gains (typically 0f25 and 0 5 nA per A/D
unit for voltage steps up to -20 mV and beyond, respectively).
The experiments were planned to resolve fast and slow kinetic
components of ICa activation, and then to determine the most
suitable kinetic scheme for activation. This involved many
problems: the presence of IICM in the early part of the 'on' and 'off'
records; the slow time course of both activation and inactivation of
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ICa; the exploration over a wide voltage range to determine a

quasi-full activation of ICa; and the necessity of long pulses over a
wide voltage range that required fibres stable for hours and a large
number of sweeps. Consequently, suitable experimental protocols
were used: (1) sets of test voltage pulses, 205 ms long, increased in
steps of 10 mV, from -155 to 45 mV, useful for a wide exploration
of the membrane linearity and to test the block of any ionic current
except for ICa; (2) sets of test voltage pulses, 5 s long, increased in
steps of 10 mV, from -85 to 45 mV, sometimes repeated from -80
to 40 mV to explore with more detail the voltage ranges where
different ICa components arose; (3) shorter duration pulses (from 0 5
to 70 ms) increased in steps of 10 mV, from -60 to 10 mV, were
chosen to include only the early part of IICM and Ica for an
evaluation of the early activation time course of ICa; (4) 50 and
70 ms pulses to 10 mV were used to determine Ica deactivation.
Tail currents at post-pulse potential ranging between -120 and
-50 mV were recorded for 600 ms to include the full relaxation of
both IICM and ICa and to test the presence of slow components.

With short pulses (0 5-70 mis) the A/D conversion interval was
50-100 /s. With long pulses (205 ms and 5 s), to reduce the
number of recorded points, two A/D converter sets were used, one
for the 'on' and the other for the 'off' current. Both A/D converters
worked with two different A/D conversion intervals: the former
50-100 ,us, to record in detail the early part of both 'on' and 'off'
phases, and the latter 0 4-5 ms, to record either the time course of
the slow ICa activation and inactivation, or the slow components of
the tail current. The result was that we had 'on' and 'off' records
with the early fast components recorded in detail, as well as a good
view of the following slow phenomena.

Test voltage pulses to the desired potential were applied from a
holding potential (Vh) of -100 mV. Sets of seven to sixteen steps
were repeated twice and the corresponding current traces were
averaged. Control pulses were depolarizing steps of 20 mV applied
from a Vh of 0 mV. Control records were obtained from steps of
duration and conversion intervals equal to those of the test pulse
investigated. Sets of ten control current traces were averaged.

Test protocols were bracketed by the control protocol. To allow a
full recovery of ICa from inactivation (Francini et al. 1992) and
repriming of charge movement (Chandler, Rakowski & Schneider,
1976; Brum & Rios, 1987) the protocols were introduced at least
5 min after any Vh change and successive voltage test and control
steps were separated by 100 and 60 s intervals, respectively. A test-
minus-control current trace was obtained by subtracting an
averaged scaled control current trace from an averaged test current
trace. Since scaling of control current made the test-minus-control
currents noisier, we used a synthesized version of the control
current. It was constructed by multiexponential fitting plus a
constant (for the leak current) to the 'on' current and without such a
constant to the 'off' current. Data, currents and their time integrals
were normalized by the size of the linear capacitance measured by
control pulses. The condition of the fibre was tracked by monitoring
the holding current and by applying, every 20-40 min, a 5 s
depolarizing pulse to 10 mV from a Vh of -100 mV to test for run-
down of ICa. The fibre was rejected if there was a change in the leak
current and/or Ica amplitude of more than 5% of its initial size. In
the present experiments the viability of the preparation was
greatly improved, ranging from 150 to 240 min. The solutions were
replaced every 40-60 min.

Data fitting and model simulation were done using non-linear curve
fitting based on the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm of the
following programs: pCLAMP version 6, Sigmaplot for Windows
version 1.02 and Table Curve version 3.10 (Jandel Scientific, CA,

USA). The best fit of each individual model was evaluated by the
statistical parameters of these programs, i.e. coefficient of
determination (r2), degree of freedom-adjusted r2, fit standard error
and F statistics. Moreover, the dependence of the parameters and
Student's t test were used as indicators of the degree of certainty
with which the single parameters of the function were determined.
To determine which kinetic model best suited the results different
models were fitted to the same experimental data. However, visual
inspection was not always an adequate substitutive means of
comparison especially if two different models (i.e. different order or
different number of terms of a polynomial equation) produced fits
which were visually very similar. A model was chosen if it showed a

significant improvement of F statistics. We also took into account
the improved significance of each individual parameter of the
compared models and, in particular, the worst parameter of the
chosen model had to be better than the worst of the other. A
difference showing P < 0 05 was considered significant. Data are

presented as means + S.E.M.

RESULTS
Capacitive and ionic currents in test and control
voltage steps
Since our goal was to evaluate slow as well as fast kinetics of
ICa activation, all other ionic currents had to be minimized.
Moreover, the control pulses needed a potential range that
offered not only consistent and linear capacitive properties
but also a linear leak and lack of ionic currents. Figure 1
shows current records of a representative experiment in
response to test voltage pulses (205 ms long) from a Vh of
-100 mV, in steps of 10 mV from -155 to 45 mV (A) and
currents with rapid decay, as expected for predominantly
linear capacitance, in response to 10 and 20 mV control
pulses from a Vh of 0 mV (B). To assess the lack of ionic
currents, except for 'Ca' in test traces, as well as leak
linearity in control records, values of currents measured at
the 'on' end are plotted vs. voltage in C. The last 10 ms of
'on' current traces were averaged to reduce the error
introduced by noise. The plot shows that values of test
currents (0) are linearly related to voltage step size in the
range from -155 to -65 mV and that the extrapolated
linear fit towards more positive potentials matched the data
of currents elicited by control pulses (U). These results
demonstrate that the solutions used (see Methods)
minimized all ionic currents except for ICa in test traces as
well as any ionic current in control traces. Assessment of
linear capacitive properties in voltage pulses from 0 mV was
made by determining the time integral of the related
currents. For each individual fibre these were linearly
related to voltage step size, in agreement with previous
results (Brum, Fitts, Pizarro & Rios, 1988; Huang, 1993),
denoting the lack of non-linear capacitive current (IcM).
Consequently, the control pulses consistently used were

20 mV depolarizing pulses from a Vh of 0 mV. Data from
Fig. 1 C after the subtraction of the linear fit are reported in
D. This plot is the I-V curve of 'Ca determined at 205 ms.
The first value below zero level indicates the voltage
threshold for ICa at -55 mV. This value was confirmed by
long pulse (5 s) experiments where a 4-fold larger Ica was
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recorded (see below and Fig. 7A for comparison). The mean
value for Ica voltage threshold was -57 + 2 mV (n = 45).

Activation kinetics of Ica
To determine the activation kinetics of Ica we used long (5 s)
voltage pulses. Ica showed similar characteristics (time
course and voltage dependence) to those observed in
previous works (Francini & Stefani, 1989; Francini et al.
1992) apart from a shift of the I-V curve to 10 mV more
negative potential due to the lower free Ca2+ concentration
used here (2 mM) than before (10 mM). Accordingly, the
maximum of the I- V curve of Ica had a lower mean value
with respect to many other works (Sanchez & Stefani, 1983;
Feldmeyer et al. 1990; Feldmeyer, Zollner, Pohl & Melzer,
1995) where 10 mm Ca2+, a less physiological [Ca2+], was
used for a better evaluation of Ica. The value was 16 + 3 nA
corresponding to 15-9 + 3 #uA cm-2 or 2-4 + 0 3 IA suF- if
normalized to the apparent surface area of the fibre or to the
linear capacitance, respectively (n = 32).

The results from a typical experiment are shown in Fig. 2A.
Ica is detectable from the -50 mV trace as a downward-
going current. For voltage pulses from -50 to -20 mV Ica
increases to a steady value whereas for more depolarizing
pulses it has a transient form. A clear delay of Ica activation
is visible in -30 and -20 mV traces. The delay becomes less
pronounced as the membrane potential is stepped to
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progressively more positive potentials. This sigmoidal time
course involves the presence of more than a single transition
in the activation pathway.

Various sets of calculations were performed to evaluate the
kinetics of the time course of Ica activation and to match
the most suitable model to the experimental findings. Two
considerations must be made. (1) Owing to the presence of
IICM in the first time segment from the 'on' edge, the
kinetics of Ica could be evaluated only beyond a time at
which IICM was completely relaxed. Taking into account
that relaxation time is shorter as voltage increases (see
Fig. 3 in Hui, 1991 a) we assumed that the IIcM time course
was complete in 150-200 ms for -50 and -40 mV traces
and in 50-100 ms for traces elicited by -30 mV and more
depolarizing pulses. Consequently, the multiexponential fit
on the time course of Ica traces was made excluding this
time interval. (2) Although inactivation of Ica was very
slow, it significantly affected the time course of activation
because this was a slow phenomenon too (e.g. in Fig. 2A at
-10 mV the time constant of Ica decay was about 2-5 s and
time to peak was about 2 s). Consequently, both processes
must be considered.

The first procedure used was a fit to the current traces of
models including both activation and inactivation processes.
Two models were considered: the Hodgkin-Huxley model,
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Figure 1. Lack of any ionic current in control traces and lack of any ionic current except for ICa
in test traces
Time course of current traces ('on' and 'off') for test voltage pulses, 205 ms long, from -155 to 45 mV in
steps of 10 mV from a Vh of -100 mV (A), and for control pulses to 10 and 20 mV from a Vh of 0 mV (B).
C, relation between the current values, determined by the average of the last 10 ms of the 'on', and voltage:
0, data from A; *, data from B. The continuous line is a linear fit to data in the range between -155 and
-65 mV, which also adequately fits the data at a Vh of 0 mV, denoting lack of any ionic current at these
voltages. D, same data as in C are reported after subtracting the linear fit of C; horizontal line is zero level.
Voltage threshold for ICa is at -55 mV, indicated by an arrow in Cand D. In all panels current values are
normalized to apparent linear capacitance and units are given as 4uA sF-'. Fibre A4125, fibre diameter
115 ,um, linear capacitance 10-3 nF or 7-15 #uF cm-2 of apparent lateral fibre surface area.
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with independent transitions and fixed rate constants; and a
general model, with no fixed rate constants (for involved
formalisms see Appendix).

The Hodgkin-Huxley model was tested by eqn (A24). The
best fit to current traces of Fig. 2A was obtained with n = 3
(n3) and b = 1. The n3 kinetics are in agreement with
previous results (Sanchez & Stefani, 1983). In contrast to
the prediction of the Hodgkin-Huxley model, inactivation
was never complete even at positive potentials.

The general model was tested by multiexponential fitting to
transient-type current traces. It gave results with statistical
significance when three exponential terms were used (but
for some exceptions see below). The time constant of the
slowest process had a value comparable to that found for
inactivation by means of the Hodgkin-Huxley model (,r).
For example, for the trace at -10 mV of Fig. 2A the values
of the slowest time constant and rh were 2-5 and 2-45 s,
respectively. Even so, the multiexponential fit gave better
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statistical significance than the Hodgkin-Huxley model for
all voltage ranges tested. F statistics for the fitted curves
gave F> 0 9995 and 0 99 < F < 0 999, respectively; P
values from Student's t test related to each individual
parameter were P < 0 001 and 0 5 < P < 0 01, respectively.

In the second procedure activation was fitted after
removing the inactivation process in order to improve the
fitting procedure. The time course of inactivation was
estimated by fitting the function A'h( V, t), whose factors are
from eqns (A12a) and (A22b), to Ica decay. In agreement
with the result of the first procedure and Francini et al.
(1992), the best fit was obtained with a single exponential
function plus a constant. The time constant value was
similar (e.g. at -10 mV it was 2-42 s) to the slow time
constant found above, confirming that it expressed the time
course of inactivation. The results of the fit are
superimposed on -10, 0 and 10 mV traces in Fig. 2A. The
parameter h expresses the fraction of residual open channels
not closed by the inactivation process. From eqns (A21 a)
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Figure 2. Time course and evaluation of activation kinetics of Ica
A, current traces (test - control) recorded during 5 s voltage steps, in 10 mV increments, from a
Vh of -100 mV: only representative traces from -60 to 10 mV are presented; potentials are indicated by
the numbers close to each record. At -50 mV the inward Ica is observed; from -50 to -20 mV pulses, the
current increases progressively up to a steady level. For the -10 to 10 mV traces, the currents are
transients showing a decaying phase. A single exponential curve plus a constant fitted to current decay
(inactivation phase) are superimposed on traces from -10 to 10 mV (indicated by thin lines). The respective
time constants are 2'42 s (-10 mV), 1-64 s (0 mV) and 1-56 s (10 mV). B, time course of Ica activation
evaluated by the general model after removal of inactivation from the original traces of A; superimposed is
the fit (continuous lines) of two (for -40, -30 and -10 mV traces) or three (for -50, -20, 0 and 10 mV
traces) exponential functions. Note the different ordinate scale. The -50 and -40 mV traces are not
indicated. C, detail of -50 and 10 mV traces of B to show the appropriate fit for the onset of Ica activation
of the general model. Band C, dashed lines on -20 and 10 mV traces are the fit of the m3 Hodgkin-Huxley
equation. The horizontal lines are the zero current level. Fibre A3505, diameter 55 ,sm, linear capacitance
4.55 nF or 6-58 1sF cm-2 of apparent lateral fibre surface area.
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and (A22a) the time and voltage dependence of the
inactivation gate closing were calculated by the equation:

I( V, t) = A'[1 -h( V, t)].(1
With regard to current traces elicited by low depolarizations
(traces from -50 to -20 mV of Fig. 2A) we simulated
inactivation gate closing using the cyclic model and the
parameters of the inactivation pathway reported in
Francini et al. (1992). According to this work, the sustained
and apparently non-inactivating time course of current
traces is also contaminated by inactivation even if not
detectable by eye.

Inactivation was removed by subtracting the I( V, t) curves
from the corresponding current traces of Fig. 2A (see
eqn (A20)). The results of these differences, representing the
time course of activation, are reported in Fig. 2B. On these
traces we performed a multiexponential fit, eqn (A10), to
evaluate lca activation kinetics. Equation (A10) as a sum of
two exponential functions (i = 2) could be fitted with
statistical significance to traces elicited at any voltage.
When eqn (A10) was as a sum of three exponential
functions (i = 3) only at some voltages (-50, -20, 0 and
10 mV) were all fitted parameters statistically improved.
F statistics for the fitted curves gave F > 0 9995 and
0 99 <F < 0 999, respectively. P values from Student's t
test related to each individual parameter were P < 0-001
and 0 5 < P < 0-01, respectively. In contrast, for other
voltages the three exponential fit was not resolved because
some or all fitted parameters were not statistically
significant. This indicated the presence of at least three
components. One of these could not be resolved for all
voltages because its time constant value was similar to
another component. This fact is clearly shown in Fig. 6B
and C, where time constant vs. voltage relations are
reported. Continuous lines superimposed on traces of
Fig. 2B are the best fits obtained with two or three
exponential functions according to the voltage. Details of
-50 and 10 mV traces with superimposed fitted curves are
presented in Fig. 2C to show the successful fit for the onset
of activation. In the first 80-100 ms and about 50 ms after
the 'on' edge at -50 and 10 mV, respectively, the divergence
between the fitted curve and the corresponding current
trace is due to the presence of ICM. Using the
Hodgkin-Huxley equation for activation (eqn (A16)), the
best fit was obtained with m3 but statistical analysis gave
the best significance for the fit obtained with eqn (A10) for
all voltage ranges tested. Consequently, the Hodgkin-
Huxley model was less suitable for describing not only the
inactivation but also the activation process. For comparison
-20 and 10 mV fits are reported in Fig. 2B and C as dashed
lines.

It is noteworthy that the fit gave a time delay, tp, of
1 5-2-5 ms in the voltage range tested confirming the
assumption of a time conduction of depolarization in the
tubular system (Simon & Beam, 1985; Huang & Peachey,
1992).

Analysis of the early activation time course of Ic.
The above procedure allowed us to have an indication of the
activation kinetics of ICa' but left uncertainties owing to the
presence of IIcM in the first 50-200 ms of the 'on' traces. To
verify whether the extrapolated fitted curve predicted the
real time course of ACa activation, IICM had to be removed
from the current traces. A suitable fitting procedure to
determine the time course of IICM could not be used because
this was contaminated by the early time onset (to 2 ms)
of ICa- Moreover, we used neither Ca2+ channel blockers nor
low-Ca2+ solutions to evaluate IICM since any intervention
aimed to minimize 'Ca affected IIcM (Hui, 1991 b; Rios &
Pizarro, 1991). Therefore, we introduced an original method
explained in the Appendix by eqns (A27) to (A31) that
allowed us to evaluate Ica' regardless of the presence of IICM.
This method made use of protocols with pulse durations
from 0 5 to 70 ms, in steps of 0 5, 1 and 5 ms increments for
pulse duration ranges of 0 5-4, 4-10 and 5-70 ms,
respectively. For each pulse duration the sum of the time
integrals of the 'on' and 'off' total currents was calculated.
This method assumed that the sum of the time integrals of
'on' and 'off' total currents eliminated the charge moved by
IICM under conditions of time integral equality of IICM at
the 'on' and 'off', QICMon and QIcM,off) respectively (cf
eqn (A27)). This condition was tested and confirmed for
voltage pulses negative to Ica threshold (-55 mV) and pulse
durations up to 70 ms. As an example, the QIcMc,O and
QICM,off equality is shown by the flat curve reported in
Fig. 4A related to the -60 mV pulse.
For depolarizing pulses positive to the ICa threshold ICa
activation and deactivation are affected by inactivation and
recovery from inactivation processes, respectively. To
simplify the mathematical approach and the evaluation of
results we assumed that for short pulse durations up to
50 ms, the time course of 'on' and 'off' currents could be
considered only due to activation and deactivation since ICa
inactivation and recovery from inactivation are slow
phenomena with time constants in the order of seconds (cf.
Francini et al. 1992). Indeed, in the worst condition
(-10 mV) the calculation underestimated the size of the
activation components by less than 1 % for 100 ms and less
than 0 2% for 50 ms pulse duration.

One of eighteen experiments of this type is shown in Fig. 3,
where current traces elicited in response to 10 mV pulses
with 5-70 ms durations are included as examples. The
relation between the sum of the time integrals of the 'on'
and 'off' total currents and pulse duration is reported in
Fig. 4, where plots of data from -60 to 10 mV experiments
are added. The early time course of activation was
evaluated by fitting eqn (A31) to these data. The fitted
curves (continuous lines) approach the data (symbols) very
well. To approach the data the lines must be shifted by
about 2 ms, confirming the presence of the time delay, to,
due to tubular conduction of depolarization as previously
found. The to values evaluated in eighteen fibres were not
statistically different in the voltage range tested, but
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Figure 3. 'On' and 'off' currents elicited by voltage pulses of different duration
Representative current traces (test - control) evoked by voltage pulses to 10 mV from a Vh of -100 mV.
Pulse duration is from 5 to 70 ms in 5 ms increments. Protocol of stimulation is shown in the inset.
Continuous line is the simulation of ICa activation time course generated by eqn (A9) as a sum of three
exponential functions. The amplitude parameter values were (nA): A'P0( V), -20; A1, 0 04; A2, 0 8 and A3,
0-24. The time constant values were (ms): T1, 1; T2, 20; and T3, 260. The time delay value (to) was 2 ms.
Values were from data calculated in Figs 2 and 4. Same fibre as Fig. 2.

seemed to decrease by increasing the depolarization; they
were 2-2-2-5 ms in the range from -50 to -20 mV and
1 5-2 ms for more depolarizing pulses. The best fit was
obtained by using two or three exponential functions
depending on the pulse voltage. The time constant values
were in the range between 5 and 180 ms and are reported in
Fig. 6C. As expected, they agree very well with the values
of the fast time constant components found with long pulse
experiments (Fig. 6A and Table 1). The time constants
slower than 200 ms were not resolved presumably due to the
pulses used in this procedure being too short.
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Time constants for ICa deactivation
Tail currents were determined at the end of short pulses
(50-70 ms) for post-pulse potentials, 1 s long, from -120 to
-50 mV in steps of 10 mV. One typical experiment is
reported in Fig. 5A, where current traces for a post-pulse
potential of -100 mV are shown as examples. Tail currents
were recorded by repolarizing the membrane to post-pulse
potentials after a suitable short depolarizing pulse. In
skeletal muscle, tail current is the sum of two significant
terms: IICM at the 'off' (IIcM,off) and ICa deactivation (Ica,off).
To determine the time course of ICa,off we removed IICM,off

B

-10
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-100-1 0 10 v

-20 F
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20
Time (ms)

Figure 4. Evaluation of the early time course of ICa
Relation between the sum of 'on' and 'off' time integrals and time. Data are for voltage pulses from -60 to
10 mV, potentials indicated close to each curve, with durations from 0 5 to 50 ms. Continuous lines are fits
of eqn (A31) to the data. For clarity, data for voltage pulses from -60 to -20 mV are reported in A, and
from -10 to 10 mV in B, with different vertical scales. Time delay (to) is indicated by an arrow; to make it
evident, only data related to pulse durations up to 10 ms are reported in A and B. Data from -20 to 10 mV
related to pulse durations up to 50 ms are also reported in C; note the different vertical scale. Dashed lines
are the zero level. Same fibre as Fig. 2; same experiment as Fig. 3.
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from the total tail current with the procedure explained in
the Appendix by eqns (A32) to (A34b). We considered that
the time of relaxation of IICM at the 'on' (IcM,on) is voltage
dependent, decreasing by increasing the depolarization. We
calculated that AICMO, elicited by 10 mV pulses applied
from a Vh of -100 mV, is fully relaxed in less than 50 ms
(cf. Fig. 2C). Hence, we used this voltage pulse with two
different but very similar durations of 50 and 70 ms. With
these parameters, the two pulses moved the same charge
and the differences in amount of charge immobilization and
Ica inactivation were negligible. Thus, for any given post-
pulse potential, at the 'off' the time course of IICM,off is
similar for both pulses when they are of similar duration.
With this assumption, the time course of ICa deactivation
deprived of IICM was obtained by subtracting the tail
current recorded following the 50 ms pulse from that
recorded after the 70 ms pulse at the same voltage.

For all post-pulse potentials tested, the best fit to the time
course of deactivation was obtained with a double
exponential function as shown in Fig. 5B. Values of the two
time constants determined at various post-pulse voltages
are reported in Fig. 6 and means + S.E.M. of twenty-six
fibres in Fig. 8.

Voltage dependence of time constants for ICa
activation
In Fig. 6A values of the two time constants (fast and slow)
of ICa activation, evaluated in the 5 s pulse experiment of
Fig. 2, are plotted on a semilogarithmic scale against voltage
(filled symbols). Open symbols representing the two time
constant values, fast and slow, found in deactivation

(experiment of Fig. 5), are added. Fast and slow time
constant values are indicated as Tf and T., respectively. The
presence of two maxima, at -40 mV and at about 5 mV, is
easily identified by the continuous curve superimposed on

the rf data, confirming that at least two components are

depicted in this plot. Only one maximum at -30 mV is
clearly observed in the dashed curve superimposed on therT
data, but for potentials either negative or positive to the
maximum it is easy to see that the data do not follow a

single exponential function. Changes in steepness, indicated
by asterisks, confirm that for this plot too there is more

than a single component. These results agree with the
hypothesis that at least four transitions must be assumed to
explain the data. To test this possibility we fitted to each of
the two groups of data (Tf and r ) the following equation:

i i

7a i= j>+ k_j)-1
i=l i=1

= ,{Kj[exp( V- Vi)/1k+ exp(-(V-V )/ki'j)]-', (2)
i=l

where V is the membrane potential, Vi is the centre voltage
and other parameters are defined with the same formalism
of eqn (A1), taking into account that in this case they are

related to the number i of apparent transitions and not to
the microscopic transitions (n); the i number is arbitrary
since it does not correspond to a particular position of the
transition in a particular model. The best fit was obtained
with i = 2 for rf as well as T, (continuous and dashed lines,
respectively) denoting the presence of two components for

A
o50_

-30 -10

-40

B
43 701c.I0* Vs5°

-2
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-6
-20 0 20 40 60 80 100

Time (ms)

Figure 5. Time course of Ic. deactivation
A, tail currents (test - control) of two 10 mV pulses lasting 50 and 70 ms; pulse protocol is shown in the
inset; time zero is at the end of the pulses. B, the trace is the 70 ms minus the 50 ms trace of A. This
difference represents the time course of 'ca deactivation. Superimposed is the best fit of a sum of two
exponential functions (time constants 6-2 and 88 ms; the mean values, calculated in twenty-six fibres, are
6 + 0 3 and 90 + 7 ms). Continuous line, indicated by an asterisk, is the fit of the slow exponential
component. Horizontal line represents zero level. Same fibre as Fig. 2.
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Table 1. Parameters of the four apparent time constants of the macroscopic ICa activation
calculated in sixteen fibres

Ki
(s-1)

1 K1=070+±0o02
2 K2=0 88+0-03
3 K3= 1400+0-36
4 AT4=1*70+*007

Vi
(mV)

V1= -2-0 + 0-08
V2= -35 0 + 0-82
V3= -39 0 + 0 40
V4= 1P8 + 0 03

ik
(mV)

k* = 21-0 + 05
kA = 11P4 + 0 4
k* = 5-8 + 0.1
k* = 12-7 + 03

k*-1
(mV)

k1*= 320 + 0 5
k*1= 7-3 + 02
k*= 26f0 + 0-4
k*~= 106 + 0O3

each of the two time constants. The means + S.E.M. of the
four sets of parameters of sixteen experiments are reported
in Table 1.

It is easy to verify that r , ki and k. values, calculated by
eqn (2) using parameters of Table 1, are not explained by a
Hodgkin-Huxley model because it assumes that the rate
constants mediating the transitions from resting to open
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state are multiples of only two voltage-dependent rate
constants, a and /1. Thus, for a four-transition scheme,
resolving eqn (Al6) for n = 4, we should have found 4a, 3a,
2a and ax.

The presence of four time constants was confirmed by
Fig. 6B and C. In Fig. 6B values of the three time constants
of activation, resolved by the fitting to current traces in the
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-100 -50 0
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Figure 6. Voltage dependence of apparent time constants of IE activation
A, semilogarithmic plot of fast (rf) and slow (7-) time constants of ICa activation and deactivation vs. voltage.
The open symbols indicate rf (triangles) and r; (squares) from the ICa deactivation experiment of Fig. 5. The
filled symbols indicate rf (triangles) and r,, (circles) from the ICa activation experiment of Fig. 2. Curves are

the fits of the sum of two terms (eqn (2)) to 'rf (continuous line) and r. data (interrupted line), parameters
listed in Table 1. The dashed line through the points shows a clear change in steepness at -50 mV
(indicated by an asterisk) and at about -10 mV (indicated by two asterisks), a clear maximum at -30 mV
and a maximum-like peak near 0 mV, denoted as 2 and 1, respectively. The continuous line shows a clear
minimum at -30 mV (indicated by three asterisks) and two clear maxima at -40 mV and at about 5 mV,
denoted as 3 and 4, respectively. B, four time constants on the time course of ICa* Open symbols are the
same data as in A. Data in the range from -50 to 10 mV (filled symbols; *, * and v) are obtained by
fitting, where possible, three exponential functions to Ica activation curves. Data in the range from 20 to
40 mV (-and V) are obtained by fitting two exponential functions to the ICa activation time course. C, A, V
and 0 are data from the Qtt,on + Qtot,off experiment of Fig. 4. Other symbols are from B, reported to make
evident the presence of three time constants also in the range from 20 to 40 mV. Band C, curves are the fits
of eqn (2) to four populations of data, denoted as T,, T T3 and 74 obtained by using the four-state cyclic
model with a branch (Scheme A4 and parameters listed in Table 4).
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range between -50 and 10 mV in the 5 s pulse experiment
shown in Fig. 2, are plotted against voltage (filled symbols).
Time constant values obtained by two-exponential fit
between 20 and 40 mV (filled symbols) and deactivation
time constant values (open symbols) are the same as Fig. 6A.
In Fig. 6C data from the evaluation of the early time course
of activation (A, V and 0) are reported. For comparison,
some data from B (A, * and v) are added. The curves
reported in Fig. 6B and C are the best fits obtained by using
the four-state cyclic model with a branch (Scheme A4 in the
Appendix) that involves four apparent time constants (see
Discussion). Curves in B and C show that data can be
assembled in four groups denoted as T1, T2, T3 and T4. The
same symbol, open or filled, is used for the same component
to make its identification easier, the open or filled symbols
are used only to identify the procedure used for its
determination. Correct assignment of some data to one
group was confirmed by the goodness of the fit. Comparing
B with C in Fig. 6 it is clear that at extreme negative (more
negative than -70 mV) and positive (more positive than
10 mV) voltages only two components can be identified, the
others being very fast. At some voltages only two
components can be resolved by the fitting procedure because
some of them had a similar time constant value. For
example, at -40 and -30 mV the component named T, is
similar in value to T2 and T3 to T4, and at-10 mV T2 is
similar to T4.
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Steady-state Ica activation
Typical I-V relations for Ica related to peak size (Ip) and
to the steady-state value (IO) determined by removing
inactivation are reported in Fig. 7A. Data are from
experiments in Fig. 2A and B, respectively.

To determine the steady-state ICa activation curve, the
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz constant-field equation, eqn (Al1),
was fitted to 10 data. To this aim for the steady-state open
probability PO(V) we used either the general model (eqn
(A8b)) or the mn formalism of the Hodgkin-Huxley model
(eqn (A15)). The parameters found with the two models for
the amplitude factor A' of the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
constant-field equation (eqn (Al1)) were, respectively:
1.8 + 0-2 and 1P7 + 0-2 mm for the external Ca2P activity,
150 + 10 and 155 + 10 mV for the reversal potential
(Fig. 7B) and (1-78 + 0 3) x 10-4 and (1-82 + 0 027) x
10-4 cm s-1 for the limiting Ca2P permeability (n = 32). No
parameters were statistically different. The best fits were
obtained using mi3 for the Hodgkin-Huxley model and four
transitions for the general model. Both models were
statistically less significant when less or more terms were
used. Moreover, the four-transition general model improved
the fit with statistical significance (P < 0 01) compared with
the m3 model.

The steady-state ICa activation curve (Fig. 7C) was obtained
by dividing data points (0, of A) by A', whose parameters

B
0o00

U-

< -0-01 _

-0-02 K
100 150

Voltage (mV)

C
1-0

.= 0-.5

0-04

-50 0 50
Voltage (mV)

Figure 7. I-V curve and steady-state Ic. activation curve
A, I- V activation curve related to ICa peak (Ip, 0) and to steady-state values determined after removing
inactivation (Is, @). Data are from Fig. 2 and normalized to the apparent linear capacitance. Curves on Io
are fits obtained by eqn (All) using the general model with four transitions (continuous line) or the m3
Hodgkin-Huxley model (dashed line). B, detail of panel A demonstrating the reversal potential.
C, normalized steady-state ICa activation data points calculated by dividing the values of Jo by A', whose
parameters were related to the general model with four transitions (parameters listed in Table 2).
Continuous line is the best fit obtained by using this model.
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Table 2. Microscopic parameters of steady-state ICa activation calculated in thirty-two fibres
En kn

(mV)
El k" = 23O0 + 0 2

kk'=80 + 05
E3 13 =8-5±O3

k"= 113 + 05

Vn
(mV)

V, = -2 + 02
V2 = -35 + 08
V3 = -37 + 03
V4= 0 + 0 4

Parameters are related to the general model with four independent transitions.

were related to the four-transition general model. Since the
best fit from statistical analysis as well as visual inspection
(cf. Fig. 7A) was obtained by the four-transition model, only
the parameters of this model are reported in Table 2. This
result gave the values of the microscopic transitions involved
in the activation pathway. However, in regard to their
allocation, it indicated only the last transition before the
open state (E. in eqn (A8b)), whereas it did not give any
indication about the others. k"', kl', kl' and k1', from
RT/F 25 (F, R and T are the usual thermodynamic
constants), correspond to equivalent gating charges of 1 1,
31, 2-9 and 2-2, respectively. Thus, possible models are
either a sequential model with four transitions or a cyclic
model with five transitions, as explained in Discussion.

DISCUSSION
The present results clearly show that the activation path-
way is a multistep process. The voltage dependence of the
time constants found by multiexponential fit to the time
course of macroscopic activation is well reproduced by at
least four apparent transitions (Fig. 6). In agreement, the
best simulation of the steady-state activation curve is given
by assuming four microscopic independent transitions
(Fig. 7C).

Four time-dependent exponential terms for the time course
of macroscopic activation and four voltage-dependent

Figure 8. Comparison of fits of the five-state sequential moz
four-state cyclic model with a branch
Voltage dependence of the four apparent time constants of activat
clarity, -r and T2 are reported in A and 73 and T4 in B with a differn
-ordinate scale. A: Tl, open and filled circles are from deactivation a
activation experiments, respectively; T2' open and filled triangles'-
Qtot,on + Qt.t,off and activation experiments, respectively. B: T3, O]
filled triangles are from deactivation and Qtot,on + Qtot,off experim
respectively; open circle is from activation experiments. T4, open a
triangles are from Qtoton + Qtt off and activation experiments,
respectively. Data points represent mean values from 45 fibres. Ea
point is from 8 to 32 experiments. Error bars are shown when the
exceeded the symbol size. The interrupted lines show the predictic
five-state sequential model. This model was unable to account for t
potential dependence of all the four time constants. The predictior
the four-state cyclic model with a branch is shown by the continuo
which indicate that this model was able to describe the voltage dep
of the apparent time constants for ICa activation accurately over ti
potential range tested.

exponential terms for steady-state activation may be
explained by a different number of transitions depending on
the scheme used to account for the results (see Appendix).
Our results clearly demonstrate that models involving fixed
rate constants such as the Hodgkin-Huxley model and the
allosteric model, as in the form presented by Marks & Jones
(1992), are not suitable to describe Ica activation. Thus, we
analysed models with no fixed rate constants. We considered
a sequential scheme as well as more complex networks.

Sequential scheme for ICa activation
To explain our results a sequential scheme must have five
states and four transitions (Scheme Al). The rationale for the
choice of model parameters and the allocation of the
transitions for such a model are summarized in the Appendix.

The allocation of the transitions in Scheme Al corresponds
in number to that of Table 2. The microscopic parameters
for each transition were calculated by solving four equations
of equilibrium constants (K., eqn (A2a)) using the para-
meters of En reported in Table 2 and the four eigenvalues of
the coefficient matrix obtained from the solutions of the
characteristic polynomial. The E. parameters, rT and Ai
data (Fig. 8), obtained in the same fibres, were used for
calculation. The real Ai values were not resolved by tail
current analysis, but eqn (A34) allowed estimation of their
relative values. Following this, parameters were slightly
adjusted until simulated data generated from the model
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Depolarized

Tl= 509 T2 = 9-1 T3-= 027 T4= 141

SJ(R) > S2 > S3 > S4 > S5(O)

(Tr1= 1O3x103) (-2=8-8x 103) (73= 221)

(3= 1 X 104) (T4= 2.8 x 103)

r-2 = 0-12 T4= 0 4

Scheme 1

adequately fitted the experimental results. The parameters
that gave the best simulation are reported in Table 3 and the
simulated i vs. voltage relation in Fig. 8 (interrupted lines).
The time constant values (Tn= 1/kn and T-n = 1/ki_n where
kn and kc_ are from eqn (Al) using parameters of Table 3),
in milliseconds, occurring after changing the membrane
potential from a Vh of -100 to 20 mV ('Depolarized') and
vice versa ('Repolarized'), are reported in Scheme 1, where
arrows denote the direction of the transition during
depolarization or repolarization. The slower time constant
values in the opposite direction are reported in parentheses.

Cyclic schemes for ICa activation
More complex networks that include loops were considered.
For each loop the condition of microscopic reversibility must
be satisfied (eqn (A4)).

A model with one four-state loop with a branch was found
suitable to describe the experimental data. It involved five
transitions one of which was dependent on the others
(Scheme A4). The rationale for the choice of model para-

meters and the allocation of the transitions for such a model
are summarized in the Appendix.

The calculation related to the choice of the microscopic
parameters followed the procedure and considerations
reported for the sequential scheme, taking into account
the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix obtained resolving
the characteristic polynomial for the model of Scheme A4.
The numerical values that gave the best simulation of data
are reported in Table 4. The time constant values (Tn), in
milliseconds, occurring after changing the membrane
potential from a Vh of -100 mV to 20 mV ('Depolarized') and
vice versa ('Repolarized'), are reported in Scheme 2 and the
simulated Ti vs. voltage relation in Fig. 8 (continuous lines).

Both Schemes 1 and 2 appear formally equivalent to describe
the presence of two time constants of the macroscopic Ica
activation on depolarization and two time constants on

repolarization. But these two schemes show some differences.

For the sequential scheme, after repolarization, state S2 is

relatively stable allowing fast opening (via S2 S3 _+S4

S5 (0)) on a second depolarization. For the cyclic scheme
there are two relatively stable states (S2 and S4) allowing
fast opening (via S2 -*S3 and S4 -+ S3) on a second

depolarization. Therefore, the opening requires the action
of both mechanisms in conjunction. A comparison of the
fits of the five-state sequential (interrupted lines) and four-
state cyclic with a branch (continuous lines) models to
averaged time constant values from forty-five fibres, is
shown in Fig. 8. The sequential model was unable to
adequately account for the voltage dependence of all Ti,

particularly for Tl at negative potentials. In contrast, the
cyclic model was able to account for the data accurately
over the voltage range tested. Moreover, the fit was

statistically more significant for the four-state cyclic with a

branch model than for the five-state sequential model: F
statistics for the fitted curves related to 'Tl, T2, T3 and T4 VS.
voltage (Fig. 8) gave F > 0 9995 and 0 99 < F < 0 999,
respectively; P values from Student's t test related to each
individual parameter were P < 0-001 and 0 5 < P < 0-01,
respectively.

From Table 4, 1cr,k"',k"',kkc and kg, being RT/Ft 25,
correspond to equivalent gating charges of 3-1, 2-9, 5, 1 1
and 2-2. On depolarization the cyclic model has the first
two transitions from the resting state, S(R) ->S2 and
S(R)-->S4, that are rate limiting and move 3*1 and 1 1
charges, respectively. Both are followed by fast transitions
S2S3 and S4->S3 that move 2-9 and 5 charges,
respectively. Hence, both branches of the loop move about
six charges towards S3. Finally, the last step, S3 S5(0),

slow and high-voltage activated, and leads to calcium
channel opening moving two other charges. For the different
voltage dependence of the two transitions of each branch
(Table 4) the S3 -S4- Sl (R) pathway is favoured on

repolarization. In contrast, on depolarization, beyond
about -35 mV, the favoured branch is S, (R) -- S2 *S3
being the half-voltage value of each transition at negative

Repolarized

(T-4=831)

(T2 = 400)(T1=4 8 x 103)

TL=66-4
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Table 3. Microscopic parameters of the four transitions for the five-state sequential model for ICa
activation calculated in forty-five fibres

En kn'
(mV)

E1 kZ'=230±241
; =k'=80 _ 15

E3 k3=85±08
E4 k4Z=1P3±1

Kn
(s ')

RI = 1P3 + 0 3
f2 = 19-4 + 2-2
T3 = 23-6 ± 1P7

k4 = 4-3 ± 0-6

Vn
(mV)

VI = -2+ 02
V2=-35+ 1P8
V3=-37 +1P3
V4= 0 + 04

(mV)
k* = 53-4 + 4-4
k* = 31P7 + 2-5
k* = 11P3+1P8
k* = 40-1 + 341

k*-n
(mV)

k*l= 400 + 22
k*2= 10'7 + 1P5
k*3= 34-5 + 23
k*4= 15-7 + 2-4

Table 4. Microscopic parameters of the five transitions for the four-state cyclic model with a
branch for Ic. activation calculated in forty-five fibres

En kn'
(mV)

E1 kl'=80±2
E2 k2'=85±P5
E3 k3=5008
14 k"= 23-0 + 1 1
Eo C = 11P3 +1±4

Kn

kA = 006 + 1 x 10-4
42= 23-7 + 1P4

K3=0-24+ 11
k4 = 1P7 + 0-2
Ko= 4-7 + 0 4

Vn
(mV)

V1 = -35 + 1P8
V2=-37 + 1P3
V3=-44+08
V4= -2-0 + 0-2
VO= 0 0 + 0 4

k*n
(mV)

k*= 190 + 11
k* = 11P5 + 0 9
k* = 10-8 + 0-8
k* = 32-9 + 1P7
ko = 30-6 +1P5

k!n
(mV)

k*l = 13-8 + 1*0
k*2= 32-4 + 1P7
k*3= 9*4 + 0-6
k*4= 52-5 + 2-6
k*o= 17-9 + 1.1

potential (V, = -35 mV and V2 = -37 mV), whereas the
other branch has one transition activated at high voltage
(V4 =-2 mV).
Early fast steps on repolarization followed by slow step(s)
are necessary to explain, in double-pulse experiments, the
quicker activation and the potentiation of current traces

during the second depolarization (Feldmeyer et al. 1990;
Garcia, Avila-Sakar & Stefani, 1990; Francini et al. 1992).
These were tentatively explained by the fast kinetics on
repolarization of the last transition 0 -*C2 and the slow
kinetics of the transition C2 -> C1 leading to the resting state
C1 for the sequential model proposed in Scheme 1 by
Francini et al. (1992), or by the fast 0O--C4 and slow

Depolarized

Sj(

(T-4= 894)

S4

T = 922

R) >

(T-1=9x 105)

74= 301-4 (z-2= 245)

T3= 11-2

(Ti3= 3-8x 106)
Repolarized

(T = 5-1 x 105)
S1(R)

2-= 0 3

Tr = 110-6
S3. S5(o)

(T o= 650)

T-4 = 91

T-3 = 10 9

(2= 1 x 104)

(To = 5600)
S3.

t-1= 15041

(T4=1P2 x 104) T-2 = 6

(T3 = 7-5 x 105)
S4 S5(0)

Scheme 2
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C4 -* Cltransition of the cyclic model proposed in Fig. 8 by
Feldmeyer et al. (1990). In the present work this phenomenon
is explained by the fast transitions of S5(0) -> S4 -_ S3 S
and the slow transition S2 -+ S, (R) of the sequential model
(Scheme 1). In the four states with a branch model (Scheme 2),
there is a fast closing 55(0) ->S3 followed by two relatively
fast transitions S3 > S2 and S3 ->S4, both slowly leading to
the resting state. Feldmeyer and co-workers (Feldmeyer et
al. 1990, 1995; Feldmeyer, Melzer, Pohl & Zollner, 1992)
described their results using a four-state model such as
Scheme A2 only in qualitative terms. This model did not fit
our results because from eqn (A14c) it involved only three
apparent time constants.

Dihydropyridine binding sites and calcium channels
Schwartz et al. (1985) proposed that there are 35-50 times
more DHP binding sites than functional or activatable
calcium channels. This could indicate that only a few of the
DHP receptors are in fact Ca2P channels which exhibit
open-state probability at large depolarizations while the
vast majority are structurally different and never open.
Another possibility could be that all DHP receptors are
structurally identical Ca2+ channel molecules which, however,
exhibit a very small open-state probability even at large
depolarizations.

Our results reported that at 0 mV only about 50%
(PO = 0 45 + 0-02, n = 32) of Ca2P channels are in the open
state (cf. Fig. 7C). A full activation may be obtained by very
strong depolarization (above 50 mV). The discrepancy with
other previous results reporting a full activation and/or
half-voltage value of L-type Ca2+ channels towards more
negative potentials (Almers & Palade, 1981; Sanchez &
Stefani, 1983; for a review see McDonald et al. 1994) could
be due to many reasons: (1) a short examination of the 'off'
tail current that considered only the early decay or assumed
that the tail current decayed with a single exponential
function; these types of evaluation underestimate the size of
ICa deactivation by about 30-40%; (2) IICM contamination
was considered negligible with respect to the ICa tail; present
results, with 2 mm extracellular Ca2P concentration, show a
20-50% of contamination that significantly affected the
evaluation of the steady-state activation curve; (3) acquisition
of data was made in a narrow voltage range not including
strong positive potentials, thus extrapolation of the fit from
these fractional data could be misleading.

The present work shows that the presence of inactivation
significantly reduced the steady-state evaluation of ICa
Indeed, the removal of inactivation showed that ICa peak
current at 0 mV was about 25-35% of the true value
(cf. Fig. 7A). Hence, the recorded peak current of
2-4 + 0-2 A 4uF' per unit of linear capacitance (mean
membrane capacitance, 6-56 + 03 nF) or 7-96 + 03 mA
ml-, per unit of fibre volume (fibre diameter, 80 + 5 #m;
n = 32) corresponded after removing inactivation, to a true
current of 7 2 + 0 4 1sA /tF' or 23-88 + 0 7 mA ml-'.

According to Lamb & Walsh (1987), to evaluate whether all
DHP receptors are also activatable L-type Ca2+ channels, or
not, we must consider whether: (1) the average fraction of
time that a channel is open (P) is < 1; indeed, at 0 mV it is
only 0-05-0-25 in absence of agonists (Coronado & Affolter,
1986; Flockerzi, Oeken, Hofmann, Pelzer, Cavalie &
Trautwein, 1986); and (2) the number of DHP binding sites
per channel may be four (one for each unit of the tetrad) or,
according to Lamb & Walsh (1987), 1-5-3.

In six experiments with 10 mm external Ca2+ concentration,
the peak current at 0 mV increased 3-4 times while PO
decreased from 0 45 to 0 3, because of a 10 mV shift to more
positive potentials due to the raised Ca2+ concentration. The
ICa peak current value was 83 1A ,uF-' or 27 mA ml-'.
Assuming P= 0-08, 5 x 1013 DHP binding sites per
millilitre fibre volume (Schwartz et al. 1985) and three DHP
binding sites per channel, the calculated single-channel
current amplitude is 0-23 pA. This value is compatible with
estimates reported in previous works ranging from 0-1 to
0 5 (Hess & Tsien, 1984; Mejia-Alvarez, Fill & Stefani,
1991; Dirksen & Beam, 1995). Therefore, we conclude that
in skeletal muscle of the frog most of the DHP receptors are
also activatable L-type Ca2+ channels.

Consequently, the DHP receptor has a dual function: (1) as a
sensor for EC coupling; the model of Scheme 2 can explain
the rapid activation of an SR Ca2P-release channel if the
coupling with the ryanodine receptor lies in S3. Indeed, the
calculated overall time constant for S3 mobilization was
about 20 ms at 20 mV, rapid enough to account for
activation of SR Ca2+ release (Rios & Pizarro, 1991; Rios et
al. 1993); and (2) as a Ca2+ channel its activation induces a
Ca2+ input flux that in particular conditions, such as during
repetitive (tetanic) stimulation, may act on the opposite
Ca2+-release channel (foot) triggering a calcium-induced
calcium release (Meissner, 1994).

APPENDIX
Models for ICa activation
Rate theory models. Taking into account the different
types of schemes for ICa activation reported in the literature,
various sets of calculations have been performed to find the
best model matching our experimental findings. The
behaviour of the models was determined using the Q matrix
formalism of Colquhoun & Hawkes (1977). The parameters
describing the time course of the open probability were
derived from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Q
matrix. The justification for all the assumptions and
analysis are only outlined, principally to define and state
particular schemes discussed here (for more details about
sequential models see Taylor, 1988).

From a topological point of view one- and two-transition
models can only be described by sequential schemes, but if a
model has three or more transitions it may be either
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sequential or cyclic. For example, a four-transition sequential
model is presented in Scheme Al,

k1 k2 k3 14
S1(R) ~ SK2 S3 ~84

k

85(0)
klc k-2 1-3 1-4

Scheme Al

and a four-transition cyclic model in Scheme A2,

kL

k4][k4 k3 .2j k2
ir k3 ir

S4 S3(O)k-3

Scheme A2

where R indicates the resting state and 0 the
activated-open state. All other states are activated-closed.
Each transition in the kinetic schemes has two microscopic
rate constants associated with it: kn and k-__ In agreement
with conventional rate theory, we assume exponential
dependence of rate constants on voltage:

kn =Kn exp[(V- Vn)/k*],
k-n =Knexp[-(V- Vn)/k*l], (Al)

where n denotes the rate constants always defined in the
direction from resting (R) to open state (0), and -n in the
reverse direction, Kn is the voltage-independent value at the
centre voltage (Vn), V is the membrane potential,
k* = RT/znF, O*n = RT/Z.nF and z is the equivalent
charge moved across the membrane electric field in the
forward or backward direction.

The steady-state probability, PO( V), of being SP(O) in the
activated-open state, can be obtained as a function of
voltage by sequential substitutions between eqns (A2) and
(A3).

For a general sequential scheme:

PO(V)= 1/(1 + En + EnEn I + EnEn-iEn-2 + + En...E1).
(A5a)

In the example of Scheme AI:

PO( V) 1/(1 + E4 + E4E3 + E4E3E2 + E4E3E2E1). (A5b)
In a single-cycle model as Scheme A2 we have:

PO( V) = 1/(1 + E2 + E2El + E2E1E41). (A6)
Equation (A6) shows that in the single-cycle model one
factor (E3) is not expressed but is defined by the others; it
can be calculated from eqn (A4):

E3 =E1E2E4 (A7)

For any network of x states, P.( V) can be written in the
general form:

PO(V)= 1/(1 + EX + EXEX-1 +EXEEX-EX-2 + '+Ex... E1),
(A8a)

where x is an arbitrary number without any relation to the
allocation of each transition in a kinetic pathway. Equation
(A8a) only assesses that the last transition before the open
state has the microscopic parameter EX. To make the fitting
procedure easier eqn (A8a) can be simplified by writing it in
the following form:

Po(V) = 1/(1+ EA+ EB+ ...), (A8b)

where EA= EX, EB = EXEX_1 and so on up to the product of
x factors.

The equilibrium constants (Kn), always defined in the
direction from the resting to the open state, are:

Kn = kln/Ckn = exp[( V- Vn )/lk]. (A2a)

In this equation kl-= RT/ZnF, where Zn is the magnitude of
the equivalent electronic charge which moves across the
membrane electric field in the transition.

For convenience in the simulation and calculation we will
use the dissociation constant:

En = 1/Kn. (A2b)

Time course of ICa activation. For any network of states,
the time course of Ica activation as a function of membrane
potential and time is expressed in a general form by:

Ica,o(V,t) = A'Po(V)Po(t)X (A9)
where PO(t) is the time-dependent probability of being Si in
the activated-open state that can be expressed as a sum of
exponential terms,

PO (t)= 1 -{A, exp[-(t -to)/rT]
+ ... +Ai exp[-(t - to)/Ti]}

For any scheme there is the conservation condition that the
probabilities of occupancy (Pj) of each state (So) add to the
unit:

j

P1+ + Pj= ZPj= 1. (A3)
j=1

For a single-cycle model there is also an equation of
microscopic reversibility:

E1E2 = E3E4. (A4)

= 1-EAiexp[-(t- to)/r IJ,
i=1

(AlO)

where i is the number of time-dependent terms of the
macroscopic current, with the time constant Ti and Ai being
the related amplitude factors; both Ti and Ai are functions
of microscopic rate constants and are given by the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix (see
Taylor, 1988); the time to is introduced to account for the
presence of a possible time delay due to the tubular system
(Huang & Peachey, 1992).
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The steady-state activation curve is given by:

ICa(V) = A'Po(V), (A1)
that represents the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz constant-field
equation (Meves & Vogel, 1973; Sanchez & Stefani, 1983),
where A' is:

A' = (PcaZ2 VF2/RT)ao
x {exp[Z(V-V0.)F/RT] - 1}/[exp(ZVF/RT) - 1],

(Al2a)

where a. is the activity of calcium outside,Pca is the limiting
Ca2+ permeability, Z is the valency and Vca is the reversal
potential. It follows that the voltage dependence of Ca2+
permeability is:

Pca = PcaPo( V). (Al2b)

Since the ionic current must be zero at time equal to zero,

eqn (Al0) must satisfy the condition:

Atot=EA = 1. (A13)
i=l

The relations between the number (i) of the time-dependent
terms of the macroscopic current (eqn (A10)) and the
number (n) of transitions, and between n and the number (j)
of states (Sj), depend on the model type. They are: in
sequential schemes,

n = i andj= n + 1; (Al4a)

and in multiple-cycle schemes, as allosteric models,

n= i+ L andj= n-L+ 1, (Al4b)

where L is the number of loops; in the special case of a

single loop,
n= i+ 1 andj= n. (A14c)

It is interesting to note, by comparing eqns (Al4a) and
(A14c), that the number of terms (i) in eqn (AO0) is equal to
n in sequential models but is one unit less than the number
of transitions in a single-cycle model. The relation j = i + 1
is true for every model.

Models with fixed rate constants. A short description of
two particular models, the Hodgkin-Huxley and allosteric
models, used to simulate voltage-dependent channels, follows.

In the Hodgkin-Huxley model, activation gates are

assumed to be completely independent. That is, each gate
can open and close regardless of the condition of the other
gates. In this model the kinetics are fully defined by only
two parameters, a and /3, corresponding to k1 and k1c of eqn
(Al). The steady-state open probability (cf. eqn (A5)) may
be expressed in a simple form as:

POX V) = Mn= 1/(1 + E1)n, (A15)
and the time course of current activation (cf. eqn (A1O)) as:

PO(t) = {1- exp[-(t - to)/7]} , (A16)

where mn corresponds to the usual notation for the
Hodgkin-Huxley model and n is the number of transitions

in the activation pathway, E1 = //a, r = l/(a + /). From
eqn (Al4a) or resolving eqn (A16), it is easy to verify that
n = i. In the original Hodgkin-Huxley model it was n= 3
and the ratio of forward and backward rate constants was
3a : 2a: la and 1/?: 2/3: 3/3, respectively.

The allosteric model for channel activation assumes multiple
closed and open states and its kinetics are fully defined by
only five parameters. It is described by multiple cyclic
interactions with voltage-dependent transitions between the
closed states as well as between the open states, both with
fixed rate constants, as in the Hodgkin-Huxley model.
Moreover, it has voltage-independent transitions between
the closed and the open states (for involved formalisms see:
Marks&Jones, 1992; Rios et al. 1993).

Kinetic models for four apparent time constants of Ica
activation. Since our results give clear evidence for the
presence of four apparent time constants for activation we
discuss some possible kinetic models.

From eqn (A14a), a sequential scheme must have five states
and four transitions (Scheme Al). The rationale for the
choice of model parameters and the allocation of the
transitions for such a model are summarized as follows.

(1) From Fig. 6B and C it is clear that at extreme potentials
only two apparent rate constants become rate limiting.
Thus, the microscopic rates of activation can be determined
by the two rate constants of macroscopic activation (,r and
T4) at extreme positive potentials, that is the scheme can be
reduced to one having only two transitions. Similarly, the
microscopic rates of deactivation were determined by the
two observed rate constants of macroscopic deactivation at
extreme negative potentials (T and T3).

(2) The observed half-voltage value of the steady-state
activation curve, Vtot, (Fig. 7C) is at about 0 mV (1 + 0-02,
n= 32), so the last transition (i.e. the closed-open
transition) cannot have a negative half-voltage value, V,. In
such a case, Vtot should have been shifted towards negative
potentials. Therefore, the microscopic transitions E2 and E3
(Table 2) are excluded, being V2 = -35 and V3 = -37 mV,
respectively. Moreover, both El and E4 have a Vn value near
zero (-2 and 0 mV, respectively); consequently if both were
set near to the open state, the total steady-state curve
should show a more positive Vt(t value. In conclusion, E4
must be the last transition and El the first with respect to
the resting state, or vice versa.

(3) To observe the fast and the slow exponential decays (r,
and T3 in Fig. 6B and C) on the deactivating current, on
repolarization, the transition with the slow kinetic must be
allocated near to the resting state and the fast towards the
open state (i.e. the open-closed transition). Therefore, from
the open to the resting state E3 must precede E.. Thus, from
point (2), E4 must be the last transition and E, the first with
respect to the resting state, whereas the opposite is not
possible.
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(4) The assignment of allocation of each transition is from
eqn (A8a) and eqn (A5b), considering the correspondence of
the first term of each equation (i. e. Ex=4 corresponds to E4)
and so on for the other terms. That is, the term with a single
factor (E4) is the last transition, the term as a product of two
factors (E4E3) denotes that the previous transition is E3 and
so on. Thus, the sequence from resting to open state is E1,
E2, E3 and E4.

According to eqn (Al4c), to describe the four terms of
macroscopic current and the four microscopic terms of the
steady-state activation curve, a single-cycle scheme must
have five states as well as five transitions, one of which with
parameters determined by those of the four others.
Scheme A3 represents a probable solution where the open
state is allocated in S4, but any other position is theoretically
possible.

ki k2
SI(R) < > S2 A, .3

k I k_2 A

k_5 k5 k_-3 k3
< k4'k4

For Scheme A4 the corresponding equations are:

E1E2=E3E4E (Al8a)

k, k2k13k-4 = k1ckA2kk34, (Al8b)

PO(V) = IA/(l +E+ EoE2 + EOE2E1+ EoE2E1E4-), (A18c)
3= 1E2E4 (Al8d)

k,1 k2 A,0
S1( I k S2 k S3 k0 S5(0)
t ~~~~~~-2-

kL4 k4 k3

84
Scheme A5

For Scheme A5:
E1 = E3E4 (Al9a)

kAk-3k14 = kA,k314, (Al9b)

PO(V) = 1/(1 + Eo+EOE2+ EoE2E1 + EoE2E1E4-'), (Al9c)

S5 E3 =E1E4.S4(0)

Scheme A3

Several alternatives to Scheme A3 exist as a single loop with
a branch. Two possible solutions are reported as examples in
Schemes A4 (four-state loop with a branch from S3) and A5
(three-state loop with a two-transition branch from S2).

For the loop of each model there is an equation of microscopic
reversibility (eqn (A4)) for which the product of the
equilibrium constants of a branch must be equal to that of
the other branch. For Scheme A3 we have:

E,E2E3 = E4E5 (Al7a)

Conformity with eqn (Al7a) requires the forward flux
(clockwise direction) to be equal to the backward flux
(anticlockwise direction), and from this it follows that

k, k2k3kA4k,_ = k_ k-2k-3k4k5' (Al7b)
The steady-state activation is given by:

PO(V) = 1/(1 + E3+E3E2+ E3E2E, + E3E2E1E-'), (A17c)

and from eqn (Al7a) the E4 is given by:

E4 =E1E2 3E5'. (Al7d)

kiSJ(R) < * S2

A, , A,k_4 k4 k_-2 k2

I k3 I ko
S4 < 83 < k- S5(0)

k-3 0

Scheme A4

(Al9d)
For reasons of microscopic balance Scheme A3 does not
work because eqn (A17a) is not verified. The same result is
obtained if the allocation of the 0 state is changed from S4
to S3 or S2. Microscopic balance is verified only if the 0 state
is in S5, but such a model would involve, on repolarization,
an approximately 100 times quicker rate constant leading to
R than that observed. Consequently, deactivation should
show only a fast component because the fast transition
S5(O)--51(R) is favoured with respect to the slow pathway
of the other branch of the loop. Moreover, the time course of
activation involving mainly a single transition gives a lower
lag than that observed.

In contrast, microscopic balance is satisfied for both
Schemes A4 and A5. Scheme A5 simulates both fast and
slow deactivating components but the fast component was
about one order slower than that observed. With regard to
Scheme A4 other allocations of the branch leading to 0 as in
S1(R), S2 or S4 do not satisfy the conditions of microscopic
balance. Consequently, with respect to cyclic models, only
Scheme A4 is suitable to describe the experimental data.

The numerical values that gave the best simulation of data
are reported in Table 4.

Mathematical dissection of data
Evaluation of time course of Ic. activation by removing
inactivation. Equations (A3) to (A8) describe the voltage
dependence and eqn (AIO) the time course of activation of
either a non-inactivating channel or a channel with
inactivation removed. Alternatively, if an ionic channel has
the property of inactivating, as with the L-type Ca2+
channel, the pathway to the inactivation state, S(I), must be
added to the model. In such a case, the time course of
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activation, ICa O( V, t) of eqn (A9), can be evaluated by
setting the rate constants of the inactivation pathway to
zero. Similarly, the time course of the inactivation gate
closing with activation removed, I( V, t), can be obtained by
setting the rate constants of the activation pathway to zero.
For example, in Scheme 1 in Francini et al. (1992), the rate
constants k5-kl2 or k11-k4 must be set to zero.

Thus, the activation gate opening is obtained by subtracting
the inactivation gate closing from the original current
records, ICa( V, t), that are the results of activation and
inactivation processes (for comparison see procedure of
Fig. 2 in Bezanilla & Armstrong, 1977),

ICa,o( V,t)= ICa( V,t)-I( V,t). (A20)
Ica,O( V,t) and I( V,t) are expressed using the formalism of
eqns (A3) to (A10). I( V, t) is the product of the probability
of closing of inactivation gates, PI( V,t), and the amplitude
factor A' (eqn (A12a)):

I( V, t) = A'PI( V, t) = A'PI( V)PI(t) (A21 a)
b

=A'PI(V){1 - Bb exp[-( -to)/T b]}, (A21b)
b=l

where PI( V) is the steady-state voltage dependence and PI(t)
the time dependence of the probability of closing of
inactivation gates, b corresponds to the number of time-
dependent terms of the macroscopic current with time
constant Tb and Bb being the related amplitude factors. As in
eqn (A1O), eqn (A21 b) must be zero at time equal to zero, so,
as eqn (A13),

b

I:Pb= 1-
b=1

The related time course of the fraction of open channels is:

h(V,t) = 1 -PI(Vt), (A22a)

and from eqn (A21 b):
b

h (V, t)= h(V) - (h(V) -1)Bb exp[-(t - to)/rb]- (A22 b)
b=l

In the Hodgkin-Huxley model botha
inactivation gates are assumed to t
independent, therefore, if inactivation is i
calculation, we have:

'ca( V) = AlmMh"b(V),
ICa( V,t) = A mfPO(t)hb(V,t),

activatio
be con
ncluded

)n and
ripletely
in the

(A23)

(A24)

where PO(t) is given by eqn (A16), and

hb(V,t) = {h(V) - (h(V) - 1) exp[-(t- tO)/rh]}b, (A25)

where h(V) is the steady-state inactivation variable at the
test potential, b is the number of transitions in the
inactivation pathway and Th is the time constant for
inactivation. In the original Hodgkin-Huxley model b = 1.
In eqns (A22b) and (A25) it is assumed that at the holding
potential (-100 mV) the value of h(-100) is 1.

The time course of closing of the inactivation gates, I(V, t),
may be obtained by either setting the rate constants of the
activation pathway to zero or, from eqn (A24), fixing mPO( t)
at 1. It is given by:

I(V,t) = A'PI1 V){1 -exp[-(t - to)/rh]}b (A26)

Evaluation of early time course of Ic. activation by
removing IICM. The early time course of Ica records from
the edge of the 'on' voltage pulse is contaminated by IIcM.
Consequently, the early time course of ICa activation can be
determined only by removing IIcM. To this aim we adopted
the following original procedure that allowed us to resolve
the early time course of Ica without any evaluation or
correction for IICM

First of all we considered that IICM must have an opposite
sign at 'on' and 'off', and assumed equality for 'on' and 'off '
charge moving for short pulse durations. This assumption is
correct if the pulse duration is very short with respect to the
time constant for immobilization of intramembrane charge
movement. Indeed, this is a slow phenomenon with a time
constant of about 40 s (Chandler et al. 1976; Brum & Rios,
1987). If it is so, for voltage pulses negative to the Ica
threshold the sum of the time integral of the 'on' (QICM,on)
and of the 'off' (QIcM,off) currents must approach zero. This
is confirmed by the data related to -60 mV in Fig. 4A. For
depolarizing pulses positive to the 'Ca threshold we have to
consider ICa activation and deactivation, icaon and ICa,off'
that have the same sign. Consequently, the sum of 'on' and
'off' total time integrals, Qtot,on and Qtot,off) removed QICM
considering QIcM,on and QICM,off equality:

Qtot,on + Qtot,off = QICM,on + Qca,on + QICM,off + QCa,off

(A27)- Qca,on + Qca,off,

where Qca,on and Qca,off are the time integrals of Ica,on and
iCa,off respectively. Qca,on includes Ica activation and
inactivation, whereas Qca off includes deactivation and
recovery from inactivation. To simplify the mathematical
approach and the evaluation of the results we have to take
into account that ICa inactivation and recovery from
inactivation are slow phenomena (Francini et al. 1992).
Thus, for very short pulses, the time course of 'on' and 'off'
currents could be considered only due to activation and
deactivation of ICa Thus, Qca,on is given by the definite 'on'
time integral from time zero ('on' edge) to the end of the
pulse (time duration, t). From eqn (A9) we have:

Qca,on = Ica,on(t )dt = A'Po( V) Po(t)dt.
- o

(A28)

The joined time course of ICa,off has its size imposed by
both the time-dependent opening probability during the
pulse, PO(t), and the driving force at post-pulse potential
(-100 mV in our experiments), whereas its time course is
only determined by the post-pulse potential. Thus,

d

ICa,off = D'Po ( V)Po(t)ZDd exp(-tOff/Td),
d=1

(A29)
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where D' is given by the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz constant-
field equation calculated at post-pulse potential, Dd are the
sizes of d exponential components of ICa deactivation, with
corresponding time constants Td that can be determined by
eqn (A34b) as explained below. The related Qca,off is the
time integral of ICa,off from time zero ('off' edge) to t0ff * cx,

-00 d

Qca,off = D'Po( V)Po(t)j ZDd exp(-tOff/rd)dtOff (A30)
O d=l

d

= DPO( V)Po(t)Ddrd
d=1

Then, from eqns (A28) and (A30), eqn (A27) can be written
as:

Qca,on + Qca,off = A'PO( V)(DPo(t) + JPO(t)dt), (A31)

where,
d

D= (D'/A')ZDdrd.
d=1

Thus, eqn (A31) shows that eqn (A27) is simply as a function
of the time course of ICa activation with its definite time
integral added. Data, obtained from eqn (A31), calculated
for pulses of different duration vs. pulse duration show a plot
expressing the early time course of ICa activation with its
'running' time integral added. Thus, IICM contamination is
removed without any evaluation of its time course.

Evaluation of time constants for Ic. deactivation by
removing IICM. In many works the deactivating (tail)
current was recorded by repolarizing the membrane to test
potentials after a suitable short depolarizing pulse to a
voltage activating most of the ionic current under study. In
some experimental conditions this procedure could be made
for the scarcely contaminating IACM (IIcM,off) but it is not
suitable and correct if ICM,off has size and/or duration
comparable to that of the 'Ca,off. In such a case, as 'Ca in
skeletal muscle, the time course of the tail current (Itot off)
must be considered as a sum of two significant terms:

Atot,ofA(toff) = AICM,off(toff) + ICa,off(toff)- (A32)

Thus, IACMoff(toff) must be removed from Itot,off (toff) to
determine Ica,off(tff). This problem can be resolved by
considering that pulses with durations longer than the
IICM,on relaxation time move the same total charge.
Consequently, using two distinct but very similar pulse
durations, such as 50 and 70 ins, differences in amount of
charge immobilization and Ica inactivation are very
negligible, since these are slow phenomena with respect to
the short interval (At= 20 ins) considered. Thus, for these
pulse durations nearly the same total charge is moved at the
'off' and the time course Of ICM,off is almost equal. With
this assumption, we can subtract the tail current following a
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